NOTES

1. FOR MOMENT LEVER ARM (L) REFER TO DRAWING
   N° 1830-0003.
2. FOR WIND FORCE SEE EITHER DRAWING N° 1830-0004
   OR 1830-0005 AS APPROPRIATE.
3. FOR UB POSTS, MOUNTING HEIGHT IS TO BE EQUAL
   TO OR GREATER THAN 2.2m.
4. FOR CHS POSTS, REFER TO MRWA STANDARD DRAWING
   N° 8725-0762 FOR MOUNTING HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS.
5. MAXIMUM SIGN POST SIZE FOR CLEAR SPACING LESS
   THAN 2.1m IS 200UB25.
6. FOR FRANGIBLE POST SELECTION CRITERIA, REFER TO
   MRWA DOCUMENT N° 67-08-4K.
7. FOR THREE POST INSTALLATION, THE SPACING
   BETWEEN THE 2 OUTER POSTS MUST BE GREATER
   THAN 2.2m.
8. FOR FOUR POST INSTALLATION, THE SPACING
   BETWEEN THE FIRST AND THIRD POST MUST BE
   GREATER THAN 2.2m.
9. IF THE SPEED LIMIT IS LESS THAN 60kmh, THE
   MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CHS SIZE IS TO BE 101.6 CHS 2.6.
   IF THE SPEED LIMIT IS 60 – 80 km/h, THE MAXIMUM
   ALLOWABLE CHS SIZE IS TO BE 76.1 CHS 2.3.
   IF THE SPEED LIMIT IS GREATER THAN 80 km/h, THE
   MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE CHS SIZE IS TO BE 60.3 CHS 2.9.
10. FOR BREAKAWAY AND FRANGIBLE POST DETAILS
    REFER TO DRAWINGS N° 1830-0011 AND 1830-0012.